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1. Motivation

Sensors and actuators are nowadays standard components of many modern adaptive mecha-
nical systems. The role of these components implies frequently the application of piezoelectric and
ferroelectric materials by their construction. The implementation of these sensors and actuators into
mechanical systems leads to common problems associated with mechanical loading e.g.: providing
of a satisfactory strength, durabilit y and fracture resistance. Electromechanical sensors and actua-
tors, however, are loaded not only mechanically but also electrically. This means also the case when
the external force has a purely mechanical character and their internal response is electromechani-
cal. Such behaviour can be observed due to the electromechanical coupling property of piezoelectric
and ferroelectric materials. To assure asatisfactory fracture resistanceof sensors and actuators, the
knowledgeof electrical as well as mechanical fields in thevicinity of cracks isnecessary. This infor-
mation makes the evaluation of the cracks behaviour under electromechanical static or cyclic loads
possible. Electrical and mechanical fields in the vicinity of cracks can be obtained with classical so-
lution strategy of complex functions theory. This strategy, however, can be in general used only for
infinitedomains. On theother hand, real engineeringtasksalwaysrefer to finitedomainswith special
electromechanical boundary conditions. Thefinite element methodisusually used to obtain electrical
andmechanical fields in thevicinity of cracks for real problems. Variousvariantsof thismethod have
already been tested for stationary cracks in homogeneous piezoelectric structures [1]. There are still
many open questionsconcerningfatigue crack growth under electromechanical alternatingloads. The
present work should give at least some answers to these questions. To reach this aim, a special finite
element tool is developed for modelli ng of a crack growth in piezoelectric structures and simulations
of the crack growth are realised. The structure of this tool, shortly described in the following part of
thisabstract, iscrucial for the effectivity of thesimulations.

2. FE-program structure

The developed finite element tool is composed of four modules. The piezoelectric boundary
value problem is solved with the finite element method in an adaptive manner in the main module.
The finite element discretisation of the piezoelectric boundary value problem leads to an indefinite
formulation. TheBramble-Pasciak preconditioner [2] isused to avoid complicationsarisingfrom this
fact. The preconditioned linear system of equations is solved with the conjugate gradient method.
Because high gradients of the stressand the dielectric displacement associated with a crack tip are
expected in the solution, an automatic, adaptive algorithm for the finite element mesh density opti-
misation is implemented. Information associated with the edge hierarchy established in the adaptive
processisused for the construction of avery efficient hierarchic preconditioner.

Fracture parameters, e.g. mechanical and electrical intensity factors, are calculated in the sec-
ond module. The implementation necessity of the crack tip finite elements in each adaptive step is
avoided with the application of the interaction integral technique [3]. The asymptotic solution [4] is
chosen as the auxili ary field in the interaction integral technique and also utili sed by the construction
of the Irwin’smatrix [5].
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Fracture criteria are evaluated and thedecision undertaken whether the crack propagates or not
in thethird module. If thedecisionispositive, theparameters such asthelength andtheorientation of
an incremental crack advance are calculated. At this juncture, classical fracture criteria of the linear
piezoelectric fracture mechanics e.g. based on the circumferential stressor the mechanical energy
release rate can beused in thefirst approximation.
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Figure 1. Finite element mesh arounda crack with akink.

The crack propagationisautomatically realised in thefinite element mesh in thefourth module.
On one hand the length and the orientation of the incremental crack advanceobtained in the former
module arephysically determined, ontheother the crack propagationcan beonly realised alongfinite
element edges which depend strictly on a meshing strategy. Consequently, new finite element nodes
andedgesmust be constructed to let the crack grow. In Figure1, an exampleof afinite element mesh
arounda crack with akink which automatically propagated from the crack is presented.

3. Simulation results

Mechanical and electrical intensity factors are calculated for configurations, e.g. kinked crack,
Griffith’s crack, for which analytical solutions are know and appropriate factors compared to prove
the efficiency of the first and the second module. Kinks are automatically generated for various
orientations to test the fourth module. Crack propagation simulations are carried to check the third
module and thewholefinite element software. The resultsare analysed and discussed.
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